SIT
WELL.

Health and wellness requires
a collaborative community
that brings together caregivers,
patients and family members.
For 30-plus years, Allseating has
focused exclusively on designing
affordable products and service
programs with the flexibility to
adjust to changing needs. Whether
it’s establishing a warm welcome,
creating a space to comfort, or
encouraging conversation, our
seating supports every situation.

Supporting the
continuum of care

Welcome areas are where various needs converge and
first impressions are made. From flexible configurations
to optional power integration, Allseating lounge solutions
give you the control to design a space that works best for
individuals or groups.

Foster ® Lounge in single and tripleseater configurations shown with
Silver frames and Hard Rock Maple
arm caps. Foster Lounge Triple
upholstered in Carnegie’s 360 6966-25
with a stain resistant finish. Foster
single Guests with mesh back in Silica
and upholstered seats in Carnegie’s
360 in 6966-25. Matching Foster
Coffee Table and Side Tables with Silver
frames and Hard Rock Maple tops.

In waiting areas

Our innovative designs have been carefully considered to
create a comfortable and inviting environment. Whether
it’s details like 360-degree clean-out spaces, removable
covers, or all-steel construction, our seating solutions
address ever present infection prevention challenges and
deliver greater value over the long-term.

in front

in back

Halsa™ Lounge in single, double and
triple-seater configurations shown with
Bronze Matte frames and Chocolate Pear
arm caps. Upholstered in Maharam’s
Foliage in Dawn and Momentum’s Canter
polyurethane in Storm, both with antimicrobial and anti-bacterial properties.

Foster Lounge in single and triple-seater
configurations shown with Bronze
Matte frames and Chocolate Pear arm
caps. Upholstered in CTL Leather’s
Madras in Aspen.

Foster Double Bench with Table shown
with Bronze Matte frame and Chocolate
Pear top. Upholstered in Momentum’s
Canter in Storm.
Matching Halsa End, Corner and Coffee
Tables with Bronze Matte frames and
Chocolate Pear tops.

Matching Foster Side Tables with Bronze
Matte frames and Chocolate Pear tops.

In touchdown spaces

Although caregivers spend most of the time on their feet,
when they do have to sit, it’s critical they sit fit. Our
ergonomic solutions are designed to engage the core,
decompress the spine and encourage active sitting,
which minimizes fatigue and maximizes productivity.
You® Stool with Polished Aluminum frame and mesh back in Ebony. Seat
upholstered in Maharam’s Lariat 100% vinyl in Snow with a protective topcoat.
Foster Upholstered Patient Rocker shown with Silver frame and
Grey Ash polyurethane arm caps. Upholstered in Maharam’s Coincide
in Mist (back) and Momentum’s anti-microbial and anti-bacterial
Canter polyurethane in Lucid (seat).

In exam rooms

Exam areas are continually adapting to changing
situations. Our selection of multi-purpose seating
solutions are always at hand.
Rainbow™ Square Back side chair with Black frame. Upholstered
in Maharam’s Disc Crypton in Somber with anti-microbial and
stain resistant finish (back) and Momentum’s anti-microbial and
anti-bacterial Canter polyurethane in Iron (seat).
Dove® Scooter Stool shown with durable self-skinned polyurethane
microcelluar foam.
Levo™ Task chair shown with nylon frame in Smoke. Seat upholstered
in Momentum’s Canter polyurethane in Iron.

In-patient rooms

Studies show the critical role families play in a patient’s
recovery. So we’ve designed highly intuitive guest
seating that easily adjusts to the needs of the patient,
and their families – whether they’re visiting for an hour
or overnight.

Foster Sleep Chair upholstered in Maharam’s
anti-microbial and anti-bacterial Coincide 100%
polyester fabric in Mist.
Foster Upholstered Patient chair shown with
Silver frame and Hard Rock Maple arm caps.
Upholstered in Maharam’s Coincide in Mist (back)
and Momentum’s anti-microbial and anti-bacterial
Canter polyurethane in Lucid (seat). Matching
Foster Ottoman with Silver frame and upholstered
in Momentum’s Canter polyurethane in Lucid.
Inertia® Upholstered Side chair shown with
Silver frame and upholstered in Momentum’s
Canter polyurethane in Lucid.

In training spaces

Our research has taught us that seating plays an
important role in inspiring learning. Our stackable
solutions are ergonomically constructed to provide
continuous support and minimize fatigue.
MultiStack® stacking chairs shown with Silver frames, polyurethane
seats and backs in Aspen.

In out-patient areas

When it comes to encouraging healing, comfort is paramount
and flexibility must be at the forefront. Our Foster line
gives patients the choice to sit back and relax, while intuitive
adjustments put control in the patient’s hands.
Foster Recliner upholstered in Momentum’s bleach cleanable Fringe fabric in Galena
(upper), and Momentum’s anti-microbial and anti-bacterial Canter polyurethane in
Sand (lower). Shown with Chocolate Pear arm caps.
Foster Patient chair appears with Bronze Matte frame and Chocolate Pear arm caps.
Upholstered in Momentum’s Fringe fabric in Galena (back), and Momentum’s Canter
polyurethane in Sand (seat).
Matching Foster Side Table appears with Bronze Matte frame and Chocolate Pear top.

In common spaces

Cafes and lounge areas are at the heart of the healthcare
community. The versatility of our hospitality seating allows
for the creation of spaces where people can come together
to reconnect and recharge.

Tuck® Stackers shown in Chrome frames
with Haze polyurethane seats and backs.
Tuck Bar Stools shown in Chrome frames
with Smoke polyurethane seats and backs.
In corridor, Foster Benches are upholstered
in Maharam’s Crew Crypton® fabric in Pike.

In private offices

We’ve been in the seating business for 30-plus years,
so we appreciate the need for accessible design
solutions that support the entire organization. From
public reception areas to the private office, our
solutions support every situation.
Zip Highback shown with Conference Arms, Aluminum base and upholstered
in CTL Leather’s Madras in Aspen. Zip Side chair shown with Silver frame.
Seat upholstered in Carnegie’s Wonder 6156-35 with Horizontal mesh back.
®

In conference rooms

Recognized by such institutions as the Chicago Athenaeum’s
GOOD Design Award and Healthcare Design magazine, our
designs are known for reimagining seating solutions in ways
that stimulate collaboration and encourage conversation.
Requisite® Conference chairs with Aluminum Loop Arms
and upholstered in Spinneybeck’s Volo leather in Black.
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In detail
Service excellence
From patient-centric solutions
to online specification to
personalized customer service
support, we’re in the business
of putting people first.

Flexible solutions
With over 200 products and
an array of fabrics and finishes,
we offer endless opportunities
to customize the ideal solution
for your space.

Affordable innovation
Our decades of experience
in seating design means we
know how to engineer the
functionally unique chairs you
need and offer them at a price
that you’d never expect.

Fit and finish
From seamless finish integration
to refined stitching patterns,
we appreciate that good design
is all in the details.

Ergonomic expertise
Because you weren’t designed
to sit all day, we design seating
that helps you sit fit. Our seating
solutions have revolutionized
back support and we extend this
expertise to our healthcare
solutions, too.

Cost of ownership
Our chairs are designed to
stand-up to rigorous use –
task-after-task and year-over-year.
Case in point: our removable
back covers can be interchanged
in-field with no down-time.

Infection prevention
From 360-degree clean-out
spaces to metal frames to
removable covers, our solutions
are designed with busy
maintenance teams in mind.

All-inclusive warranty
Our solutions are built to
last. And with our 10-year
warranty, including parts
and labor, you can always
be confident that Allseating
has your back.
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